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About This Content

Invoking the feel of SNES-era RPGs, RPG Maker DS was a big hit in Japan. Unfortunately, it hasn't made it over to North
America (yet). What has made it over however is a boatload of resources for use in Game Character Hub.

We've taken the original resources and modified them (when necessary) to work perfectly with Game Character Hub. Enjoy the
flexible layer system, real-time animation previews and the powerful character generators that comes with Game Character Hub

while you create new characters in a retro style!

What's Included?

More than 150 new unique items, with a large number of outfits and hairstyles.

Male and Female templates.

Medieval outfits and accessories, including armors, helmets and various weapons.

Variety of hairstyles all supplied with different hair colors.

A new built-in yet customizable random character generator, to create tons of top-quality characters in a few clicks!

Assets that can be used with RPG Maker VX Ace game engine.
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I honestly enjoyed this more than the actual Borderlands games.

RIP TELLTALE GAMES :(. i own this game on 2 account's and play it on MP Lan.
close air support leavel 2 :D this is how it ment to be played. Everything the positive raters have said! This game is soooo much
fun and the experience of flying can entertain you for hours. Given some of the motion mechanics in the early part of the
experience I would have thought a little queasiness would be expected but had none. Enjoying myself immensely. Brilliant!
Thank you dev(s) for the gift of flight!. "How many drops is this for you Lieutenant?"

"38... simulated"

"How many *combat* drops?"

"Uuuuhh, two... including this one"

That's my thoughts on it so far after my first two games folks: You're pretty much Gorman running the show, except this time
you're hanging out in Operations while you send 5 marines (and the tech guys lack weapons) into the Nostromo...

A Nostromo that's infested with Alien Queens and rogue AIs and hostile gun turrets.

This here's a hard game, and I love it it bits. Highly recommended for those who like a tactical challenge where things can
(make that WILL) go wrong; being able to adapt accordingly to surprises is the name of the game. If you can't, you will learn to
do so :)

Always remember: Your plan will not survive contact with the enemy :D. this is a good game yes i recmoemd it. A classic SF
trope adapted to an innovative and immersive hybrid gameplay, combining the Animated Visual Novel and Interactive
Point&Click genres, all in a retrofuturistic style.

Sadly episode 1 is barely a taste of the concept, a solid taste neverthless. Looking forward to the next episodes.. Simply awful!
Stay away, stay away!
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plays one game and wins feelsgoodman. This game is just quirky enough that I would recommend it for fans of early access
games. It feels ~48-60 percent complete. There are a lot of features left to be desired, however it feels like this game will end up
being a solid title. P.S. Don't punch the miniature dragons. They help gather clay.. Trz1000 posted a good review, not much
needs added past that. Very klunky and the mechanics and balancing are flawed. You end up getting to the point of saying "Why
am I doing this? There's no real competition and there's no challenge to making money." The fact that I came to that conclusion
in < 10 hours... 'Nuff said.. Pretty fun.. Finally, Artifex Munid delivers a game that`s worth full price. Even as it took me only
two hours to complete, it was fun, nicely made with new riddles. Not the typically HOP, more a point and click. But sooooo
sweeet.. I couldn't even play the multiplayer mode because it requires specifically an XBox controller. If you don't own one,
don't even try.. I thorougly enjoyed being thrown into the world with little instruction. Highlights of my time here include; Rage,
Furious masturbation to the incessent and unrelenting music, Oh how I long to hear that russian Beauty sing that ♥♥♥♥ing song
one more time. Don't let me get started on the eurphoric effect of hearing the same Gun shot sound when hovering over your
mecenary. I like how you kept the menus nice and basic. In this awkward mashup of X-COM and Fallout with it's Fallout
Tactics look. I want to wholeheartedly thank the devs for tossing me into a battle of the Gods during my first battle.
Excellent way to burn time in this Pay to Wi- I mean 'Freemium' game. Before the battle you have the option to buy OP
upgrades not to meantion the lack of progrssion, you get two standard gears to buy in the store, roughly progressing, from 5k
hear to 10k gear, then suddenly it cuts off and youre forced to buy gear for an INSANE 50k + What the ♥♥♥♥! NOT TO
MENTION THE AI IS ♥♥♥♥ING STUPPPIDDDD. Some players NAMELY SCOUTS RUN IN WITH NO REGARD FOR
LIFE, The cover system is pointless unless youre a sniper.

To their credit, Each class relies on the other class, eg. Snipers rely on scouts to provide vision, and Scouts rely on cover fire
from snipers etc. And then there are the tanks, nuff said, nobody targets the tanks because they are giant walls of health that
miss every ♥♥♥♥ing shot and should only be attacked when desperate.

Final verdict: 4/10. Maybe in another life.
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